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After extensive research Dutch researcher Willem Witteveen connects data from his own findings

with that of other researchers, resulting in groundbreaking conclusions about the true function of the

Great Pyramid and its place in history. The Greek mathematician Pythagoras stated: Ã¢â‚¬Å“All is

number.Ã¢â‚¬Â• The American prophet Edgar Cayce claimed: Ã¢â‚¬Å“Sound is the medicine of

the future,Ã¢â‚¬Â• and the late Egyptian wisdomkeeper Abd Ã¢â‚¬Ëœel Hakim Awyan always

said: Ã¢â‚¬Å“It is all about sound.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Willem Witteveen proves that all these men were right

and that what we now regard as groundbreaking and new often originated in ancient Egypt, well

before the first Egyptian dynasties. This book is divided into five main parts, four of which relate to

the four earthly elements Earth, Water, Air and Fire. The fifth part relates to the element or

quintessence called Aether. Within this circle all processes on Earth and beyond take place, and the

element Aether represents the divine world and is the carrier of all information. The author

demonstrates that the Great Pyramid is an enormous library of knowledge, intended for modern

generations and containing the golden frequency of Giza, one of the basic values responsible for

creation and the existence of life on Earth. We ourselves are the architects and builders of these

magnificent ancient monuments. We ourselves in the future tense! Witteveen discusses such topics

as sound and resonance, antennas, the Schumann frequency, and the special abilities of quartz,

hydrogen and wavelengths. A fascinating and visual book!
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From the Foreword: And now we have Willem Witteveen s book, The Great Pyramid of Giza: A



Modern View on Ancient Knowledge. We should welcome Witteveen s book, and it is an interesting

read, indeed! One suspects that he is on the right track when he discusses such topics as sound

and resonance, ante"

Witteveen has been a researcher into the Great Pyramid for decades and has appeared on

numerous Dutch television and radio shows.David Hatcher Childress, known as the real-life Indiana

Jones to the many fans of his books, is a captivating speaker and the author or coauthor of over 25

books. He has traveled the world several times over, seeking adventure and the answers to the

mysteries of mankindÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s past. Born in France in 1957 and raised in the mountains of

Colorado and Montana, DavidÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s curiosity about the world was piqued at a young age. He

attended the University of Montana where his studies in oriental culture and philosophy led him to a

job teaching English in Taiwan. In 1976, David left the United States on what would become a

six-year research and adventure odyssey. During this time, he studied first-hand the ancient

civilizations of Africa, the Middle East and China, sometimes journeying into dangerous territory

along the way (like Uganda during the overthrow of Idi Amin). After more than 40 years of

investigating these arcane subjects, David finds his unique views and ideas gaining popularity. He is

currently a co-star on the History Channel show Ancient Aliens. This popular show is now in its

eleventh season and David journeys to Peru, Bolivia and Mexico for episodes of the show. He has

appeared on Fox-TVÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Sightings and Encounters, two NBC-TV specials, The Conspiracy

Zone, and segments for the Discovery Channel, A&E, the Sci-Fi Channel, the Disney Channel, The

Travel Channel and others. David also appeared on the Canadian television show Weird or What?,

hosted by William Shatner, in its 2011-2012 season. He is also a frequent guest on nationally

syndicated radio shows. He continues to explore, write and excite people about discovery through

his magazine, World Explorer, and his publishing company, Adventures Unlimited Press. When not

traveling, he divides his time between his homes in Illinois and Arizona. He has bookstores open to

the public in both locations.

I was so excited when I saw the adverts for this amazing book! This book has been everything I

imagined it to be.. I have been fascinated with Egypt since childhood and read many books in many

libraries. This book is a must read for anyone intrigued by one the greatest civilizations on the

planet. An exciting fresh look at the most amazing monument ever built.

Wonderful research done in this book,best yet done on the big pyramid, this book needs to be read



by anyone interested in ancient egypt

Excellent book! Wonderful and numerous color photos and really good updates on new discoveries.

Well worth the cost , considering the photos and hard- cover binding !

One of the most intelligent books I have ever read on the Great Pyramid mystery. No, it's not a

tomb,(duh) and there are no aliens involved. Mr. Whitteveen is a genius. I believe he has pulled

back the curtain on this one.

A large size book that's finally available ay better lower price. It needed to have been available 20

yrs. ago. Contains lots of pictures, diagrams and facts we should of had 1oo years ago and verified

by those experts then. Yes, it contains frequency and vibration verification I needed many years

ago. A great book, a great buy. Highly recommended reading.

Whether you accept the author's thesis as to how and why the Great Pyramid (Kufu's) of Giza was

built, this is an outstanding book. There are so many books and articles written about the pyramids

of Egypt and especially the Great Pyramid that the book shelves of many a scholar and library must

be beginning to sag at this point. And yet...there it stands, high on the Giza plateau directly across

from Cairo to confound the world by its very existence. And it's not the only one. Two more along

side it, the middle one putatively dedicated to Chephren son of Kufu (Cheops) and the third to

Mycerinus, are also worthy of detailed consideration. After an excellent forward by David Childress

recounting the various and many theories regarding the purpose, orientation, age, and particularly

the method of construction of the Great Pyramid, we are led into an oversized book with 44 chapters

and some of the most beautiful color photography and drawings I have ever seen. This book is an

intellectual and visual treat par excellence and is actually far more than just the Great Pyramid. It

needs to be read and digested slowly as well as perused at one's leisure. For anyone who is or was

interested in and enticed by Ancient Egypt and the Great Pyramid of Giza this book is for you. An

absolute must. It also deserves an A+ for the way the book was produced, printed, and bound.Very

highly recommended for both scholars and laymen alike.
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